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Let 6’ be a locally compact abelian group whose dual group 6 has a 
Haar-measurable order. We show that for each strongly contmuous, umformly 
bounded representation R of G in a UMD space A’. thcrc is a corresponding dircct- 
sum decomposition of X which reflects the order in 6. The projections in A’ corre- 
sponding to this dtrect-sum decomposition have norms controlled solely by the 
bound of R and a constant depending only on X. We illustrate how this “vector- 
valued harmonic conjugation” result generalizes the various abstract successors of 
the M. Riesz theorem and we introduce an application to the superdiagonalizatton 
of kernels for abstract integral operators. ’ IWO Academic Press. Inc 
A celebrated theorem of Marcel Riesz 1161 asserts that the harmonic 
conjugation map for Fourier series on the circle II is a bounded linear 
operator on the spaces L”(T) for 1 < p < ‘~8. This result has been a fruitful 
motivating force behind various developments in harmonic analysis and 
has been extended to a variety of differing contexts. An early generalization 
was obtained by Bochner [7, Theorem 161, who replaced ?i by an 
13, Section I ] for a arbitrary compact connected abelian group (see 
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discussion of Bochner’s theorem). More recent extensions in the same vein 
to certain locally compact abelian groups have been discussed by Hewitt 
and his collaborators. These results, both the classical and the modern, arc 
surveyed in 121, where a very general form of the harmonic conjugation 
theorem is established (Theorem (7.2) therein). 
A generalization of Bochner’s theorem along more operator-theoretic 
lines was recently obtained in 167, where it was shown that each represen- 
tation of a compact connected abelian group on a certain type of Banach 
space X (specifically, a Banach space X of the UMD class) gives rise to a 
direct-sum decomposition of X into “analytic” and “co-analytic” subspaces, 
analogous to the decomposition of L”(T), for I < p < Y,, as the direct sum 
of H “(7T) and its co-analytic complementary subspace. 
The aim of the present paper is to combine the spirit of [2] with that 
of [6] to obtain a decomposition theorem for representations in UMD 
spaces of locally compact abelian groups G such that the dual group G is 
ordered and the set 
is Haar-measurable in 6. 
Let u + R,, be a strongly continuous representation of G in an arbitrary 
Banach space X such that 
~=supjllR,,!l:u~G) <x, (1.1) 
and let .I’- R, be the associated representation in X of the convolution 
algebra L’(G), where 
R, .\- = [ 
‘G’ 
I’( u ) R ,, .Y du (.Y E X), (1.2) 
the integral in (1.2) being a Bochner integral with respect to any (fixed) 
Haar measure 051 on G. Writing the group-theoretic (resp. set-theoretic) 
difference of sets A, B as A - B (resp. A\,B) and abbreviating “closure” by 
“Cl,” we put 
./p’ = P’ (0 ), I‘= (d(9)) n ( -cl(Y)). 
In particular, r is automatically a closed subgroup of 6, and we shall 
denote the annihilator of r in G by H. 
(1.3) DFFINITIONS. Denoting the Fourier transform of ,/‘E L’(G) by ,L 
we define subspaces X,,. Xi, and X of X by: 
ikl) 4,) I-, I 
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X,, = (” (ker R, : ,f’s f.‘(G) and supp(,j‘) G G\r}, 
X+ = elm (R, .X’:,~‘E L’(G) and supp(,f) E int(:?P’)), 
X =clm(R,X:./‘EL’(G) and supp(,{)sint(-:4’)), 
where, as usual. “ker,” “supp,” “elm,” and “int” ,stand for “kernel,” 
“support, ” “closed linear span,” and “interior,” respectively. 
Rcut1ark.s. The subspaces X,,, X ’ , and X can be characterized more 
symmetrically in terms of the Arveson spectrum, spK(.v), [ 1, Section 31 of 
an arbitrary vector. Specifically, one has: 
x,, = (.YE x: SPH(.Y) Z 1’;. 
X’ =clix~X:sp~(.\i)~int(Y’)), 
X =clj.vEE~:sp~(.~)Zint(-9’)). 
(1.4) 
However, in what follows the notion of Arveson spectrum will not be 
needed, and no use will be made of (1.4). 
Routine arguments show that 
A’,,= {SEX: R,,.v=.r for all UEH), 
that 
cl(X’ +X )=clmi(l- R,,)X:ZIEH), 
and that X0, X + , and X are linearly independentt see below Theorem (2.1 ) 
(i), (iii), together with Lemma (6.5)(ii) and Remark (6.6). 
The main result of this paper (Theorem (6.3)) is that if X is a UMD 
space, then 
Furthermore, the norms of the corresponding projections of X onto X,,, 
X+, and X have bounds depending only on the Banach space X and the 
constant c in (1.1) but not on the group G or on the particular order in G;. 
Two themes combine to prove this theorem. The first is a generalization 
of Stone’s theorem to the case of uniformly bounded, strongly continuous 
one-parameter groups of operators on UMD spaces [4, Theorems (5.1) 
and (5.5)], and the second is a separation result for ordered groups, first 
obtained in [2, Theorem (5.14)] but modified for present purposes in 
Theorem (5.1) below. In broad outline, the separation theorem reduces the 
analysis to the case when the representation R under consideration is 
composed with a continuous homomorphism of the additive reals into G, 
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leading to a one-parameter group of operators on X to which the 
generalized Stone’s theorem applies. Following some background material 
in Sections 2, 3 on group representations, the relevant aspects of Stone’s 
theorem in UMD spaces are described in Section 4. After the demonstra- 
tion of the main theorem in Section 6, some illustrations of its applicability 
are given in Section 7. In Section 8 we discuss the underlying role of the 
classical Hilbert transform in our main theorem, and use the latter to 
introduce a result (Theorem (8.5)) on the superdiagonalization of kernels 
for abstract integral operators. 
As usual, R, @, Z, N, and U denote the additive group of real numbers, 
the complex numbers, the additive group of integers, the positive integers, 
and the circle group, respectively, and Z + = N u (0). All Banach spaces 
under consideration will be over c:, and all integrals of Banach-space- 
valued functions will be in the sense of Bochner integration. Given a locally 
compact abelian group G with dual group c, the value of ;I E d at 11 E G will 
often be written as (14. 7). Haar measure on G will be denoted by c!u, and 
T(G) will denote the ideal in L’(G) consisting of the integrable functions 
whose Fourier transforms have compact support. Given a Banach space X 
with dual space X*, we shall often write (.\-, .Y* ) instead of .r*(s), where 
.YE X and x* E X*. The algebra of all bounded operators on X will be 
denoted by .8(X). and the identity element of .#(X) by I. 
2. BOUNDEI) REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS 
Throughout this section, let G be a locally compact abelian group and 
II + R,, a strongly continuous representation of G in a Banach space X. 
(We do not suppose in this section that the dual group C? is ordered.) 
Assume that (1. I ) holds, and that .f --, R, is the corresponding representa- 
tion of L’(G) defined by (1.2). For each closed subset E of C?, there is an 
associated spectral subspace MR(E) (in the sense of Arveson [ 1, p. 2311) 
defined by 
M’(E)= n (ker R,:,~‘E L’(G) with supp(,j‘)cd\,,E). 
The assertions of the following theorem are standard applications of 
spectral synthesis and ergodic methods [14, Chap. X; 10, Section VIII.51 
tailored to a form convenient for our considerations; we include a proof of 
the theorem for the sake of completeness. 
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Y,, = i .Y E X: R,,.u = .‘; ,fbr cdl II E H) , 
Z,,=clmj(Z- R,,)X: UE Hi. 
Then : 
(i) Y, = MR(I’): 
(ii) Z,=clm{R,X:,f’EL’(G) with supp(.j’)z&I’J; 
(iii) Y,nZ,,= {O), ytl 0 ZH is clostd, und the projection of’ 
Y,@ Z, on Y, along Z,, has norm in .a( Y, @ Z,) not exceeding the 
constant c in ( 1.1); 
(iv) $X is wfle.uiw, tlwn X = Y, @ Z,,. 
The proofs of (2.1 )(i). (ii) are facilitated by the following two scholia. 
SCH~LIUM A. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.1 ) on G, H, and I-. let 
&,, be translation hjt u on L’(G),,f or euch u E G. Then the closed linear .spun, 
in the space L’(G), qf’j(l-.#,,)(L’(G)): u E H ) coincides ,t,ith the closure, in 
L’(G), of‘ {,f’E L’(G): supp(,j‘) 5 6\,f ). 
Proof c?f Scholium A. Each of the two closed sets under consideration 
is clearly an idea1 in L’(G) having I-‘as its corresponding zero set in C?. The 
desired conclusion follows immediately, since /; being a closed subgroup of 
C?, is a spectra1 set for L’(G) 114, (40.24)]. 
SCHOLIUM B. Under the h~~pothe.se.s of‘ Throrcm (2.1 ) on G, H, und I; let 
g he u bounded continuous ,function on G. Then the ,follo\r*ing ure equiwlent : 
(i) g is constant on the co.set.s of H; (ii) lG,f‘(u) g(u) du = 0,for all ,f E L’(G) 
such that supp(j‘) E d\r. 
Proqf qf Scholium B. Each of (i), (ii) in Scholium B asserts that g 
belongs to the annihilator in L’(G) of the closed ideal of L’(G) described 
in the conclusion of Scholium A. 
Proqf of’ Theorem (2.1). For each .Y E X and x* E X*, let g,, ,*(M) = 
<R i, x, .Y* ) for all u E G. Notice that 
f’(u) g,,,*(u) du= C&-Y, .Y*>> for all ,f’~ L’(G), 
‘G 
and that x E Y, if and only if for each x* E X*. g,.,.. is constant on the 
cosets of H. The conclusion (2.1 )(i) is now immediate from Scholium B. 
Similarly, for the proof of (2.l)(ii), we observe that a functional x* E X* 
belongs to the annihilator Zk of Z,, if and only if for each XE X, g, ,* is 
constant on the cosets of H. Another application of Scholium B now 
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shows that s* E Zh if and only if x* E (R, .I’)’ for all ,f’~ L’(G) such that 
supp( ,f) E G\,K This gives (2.1 ) (ii). 
For the proof of (2.1) (iii ), let 1’ E Y, and let 
;= i (I- R,,,).Y,, 
,’ I 
where x,, . . . . .\-., E X and u,, . . . . zi,, E H. We show that 
II ?‘I1 G (’ II .k’ + - 11 , (2.2) 
where c is as in (1.1). For notational convenience, put U, = R,,,, 
I? .’ c r;;““u;‘(J’+:) 
I c I, c I, 
I b , s. .I 
.I 
j= 1, 2, . . . . J. We have, for II E N, 
where ( ) - denotes an omitted term. By (I. I ), 
11 CT;’ b’l,‘l/ = 11 R,, I/ < c, 
where z’ = u;’ zl’j’ E G, and. similarly, 
~p,q’...(cy- . UlJll <(‘. 
Also, for 1 <.j< J, n ‘(U,- U:” ‘)x, + 0 as tz + x. Thus the right-hand 
side of (2.3) tends to ,r in the norm topology of X as II + ;c, while, for each 
HE N, the norm of the left-hand side does not exceed cll~*+ z/I. The validity 
of inequality (2.2) for all JOE Y,, and all z E Z,, now follows. This 
establishes (2. I ) (iii). 
For the demonstration of (2.1 )(iv), we suppose that X is reflexive. We 
have 
Y;I=clmj(Z-RI1))X*:uEH); 
Z,$= (.Y*EX*: R,T.y*=.x-* for all UEH) 
The arguments used in the proof of (2.1) (iii) to establish (2.2) can be 
applied to the uniformly bounded representation u + R,T of G in X*. Doing 
so gives 
IIj’*II dcil.I‘* + -*(I. 
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whenever J’* EZI: and z* E Yi,. Thus ( Y,,)’ n (Z,,) ’ = [O}. Since 
Y, @ Z, is closed, (2.1 ) (iv ) now follows. 
(2.4) Remurks. It is easy to give examples to show that the result in 
(2.1) (iv) may fail when A’ is not reflexive. For instance, take G = R and 
A’=/‘. Define R, on I’ by 
R,( is,, ) ) = { e” “.Y,, ) 
for TV R. With H = R, it is readily verified that Y,,= (0) and that Z,,=(‘,,. 
We end this section with a computational result which will be needed 
later. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let 4: Iw + C hr N continuous homomorphism, und let U 
hr the composition R 0 d. Then 
,fi)r h E L’( [w ), ,f’E T(G), and x E X, ~~hrre y? : e + Iw is the duct1 homo- 
morphism of c$ dt$ned /II. 
(t, cI/(Y)) = (6(r), 7) (ER,;‘E~), 
du is an arhitrar?! Hcrrrr meclsure in G, and lb; is the corresponding Huur ^ 
measure in G adjusted ,fbr Fourier inversion. 
Proof: Notice that U is a strongly continuous representation of R in A’, 
and hence the expression U,, R, x makes sense. The repeated integral in the 
statement of the lemma exists, with the outer integral being interpreted in 
the sense of Bochner, provided it can be shown that the function 
belongs to L’(G). Clearly F is continuous, since it is the inverse Fourier 
transform of a continuous function on d with compact support. For 
technical reasons, choose a continuous representative of ,f (also denoted 
by f), so that 
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for all u E G. With u E G fixed, Fubini’s theorem gives 
F(u)= [ [ /I([)(-/.lj(y))dr 
a f; 1 
j‘(;9(u,;>d; 
d ,i I 
. i‘ 
=I iI 
h(r)f(y)(Ll-(b(r), 7) rl;’ tit 
_ I” “f; I 
=j h(t) I’(u-&r))dr. (2.6) 
The function (t, U) +,f’(u - d(t)) is jointly continuous and hence dl x du 
measurable. Fubini’s theorem can therefore be applied to show that 
[ IF(u)1 hr<J 
. c; 
{J Ill(f).f’(U-d(f))1 du}di= IIN, llf’ll, <‘X. 
I* c; 
Thus F is integrable, as required. With the aid of (2.6). another application 
of Fubini’s theorem, this time using additionally the inequality 11 R i,.~Il < 
cl/~/I together with the invariance of Haar measure on G, gives 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. THEOREM (2. I) IN THE CASE OF THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION OF G 
Throughout this section, let G be an arbitrary locally compact abelian 
group, let f be any closed subgroup of the dual group G, and let H be the 
annihilator of r in G. We specialize the setting of Theorem (2.1) by taking 
R to be the regular representation of G in X= L”(G), where 1 < p < ‘x. 
while retaining the notation of Theorem (2.1 ). Thus, for each u E G, R,, is 
translation by u on L”(G). (Note that for each PIE L’(G), R, thereby 
becomes convolution by 4 on L”(G).) Denote by i. an arbitrary Haar 
measure of G, and by 0 the corresponding Haar measure for Fourier 
inversion in 6. 
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In Section 7(a), we shall apply the main theorem (6.3) to the regular 
representation of G under the further requirements that 6 has a 
f&measurable order ./P. I’ is the closed subgroup of d described in 
Section 1, and 1 <p< X. This will then produce the abstract Hilbert 
transform of 12, Theorem (7.2)] as an L”(G)-Fourier multiplier transform. 
One purpose of the present section is to facilitate and clarify the discussion 
to come in Section 7(a) by here treating the regular representation of G llirr 
Theorem (2.1 ) in the wider context wherein no order is postulated in 6, the 
closed subgroup r of c is arbitrary, and 1 < p < x,,. 
Our first proposition follows readily by taking Fourier transforms. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. If‘ 1 d p < 2, then 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. I/’ 1 < p < x mu1 I‘ i,s locally O-null in 6, therl 
Y,= {O). 
Proo/: Suppose first that 1 < p < 2, and let ,f’G Y,,. Since I‘ is locally 
null, and I $ ‘(,p) = iy E 6: ,j’(y) #Oi has a-finite measure, we see that 
0(. 1 -(,f) n r) = 0. It now follows from Proposition (3.1) that .f’= 0 in 
L”(G). In the case 2 < p < x, let y be the index conjugate to p and let S 
be the regular representation of G in L”(G). By what has just been shown, 
taken in conjunction with (2.1 )(iv), we have 
L”(G)=clmj(l-S,,)(L”((;)): UEH)- 
Hence Y,,= (L”(G))’ = (0). 
Notice that if I’ is not locally O-null in 6, then 1’ is open in (? (see 
[ 13, Corollary (20.17)]). Thus r is not locally &null if and only if r is 
open in c (hence if and only if H is compact in G). We turn now to the 
case when r is not locally H-null in c. In this case, we shall denote the 
normalized Haar measure of H by I.,,, and regard & as a regular Bore1 
measure on G (that is, we take i.,,(A) = &( A n H) for every Bore1 set A 
of G). 
(3.3) PROPOSITION (compare [ 14, Theorem (28.55)] ). If’ 1 d p < 3~ und 
r is not locall~~ &null in 6, then the convolution mupping 
,f‘c L”(G) + f’ * E ‘0 
is u bounded idempotent operator on L”(G) rzhose runge is Y,, und rr,ho.vr 
kernel is Z,. 
Proof Let w be the restriction of R to H. Thus, R is a strongly 
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continuous representation of the compact group H in the space X= L”(G). 
Standard facts about Banach-space representations of compact abelian 
groups (following readily from the translation invariance of normalized 
Haar measure) now provide that the mapping E,,: X+ X defined cicl 
Bochner integration by E,,,f= l), ~ i, f’&,(u) is a bounded idempotent 
operator on X with range given by j.f’~X: R,,,/‘=.f’ for all LIE H i = I’,,, 
and satisfying E,,R,, = E,, for all II E H. Clearly Z,, z ker EC,. Suppose 
cq~(Zfi)- and f’~ ker E,,. Then for all LIE H, (f; g) = (R ,,,/i g). 
Integrating over H with respect to &,, we have (,f; ,(:) = (E,, f: g) =O. 
Hence ker E,, = Z,,. It is easy to see that E,,,f’=,f’* i,, for ,f E L”(G). 
(3.4) COROLLARY. lf' 1 6 p < 8~ unrl I’ is not Ioc~ll~ Ihull in 6. thrn Y,, 
is the c~losurc~ in L”(G) of’ Y,, n L’(G). 
Proof: Let .f’e Y,, and let [,f;,) be a sequence of compactly supported 
continuous functions on G such that II,/;, -,f’ll,, + 0. Thus, li,f;, * i,, -./II,, + 0. 
Since ,f;, * 3.,, E Y,, n L’(G), the proof of Corollary (3.4) is complete. 
(3.5) C~R~I,LARY. lf' 1 6 p -c 73 md I‘ i.r sot loc~il~~~ O-null in 6. then 
Y,nL’(G)= j,/‘~L’(G)nL”(G):supp(,j’)~/‘~. 
Proof: This follows from Proposition (3.3) and the fact that the 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform of i.,, is the characteristic function of r in 6. 
We combine (3.4) and (3.5) with (3.2) in the following theorem. 
(3.6) THEOREM. !f’ 1 6 p < x uncl f is mz)’ clowd subgroup of 6, then 
Y,, is the L”(G)-clo.ww of {.f’E L’(G) n L”(G): supp(,j’)c f). 
AS a counterpoint to (3.6), we have the following characterization of the 
subspace Z,, of L”(G). 
(3.7) THEOREM. If' 1 6 p < x rml P is unJ* closed subgroup of’ 6, thm 
Z,, is thr closure it1 L”(G) of’thc set [ f‘e L’(G) n L”(G): supp(,j’) s (I\, ri. 
Proc?f: It is easy to see from Theorem (2.1) (ii) that. in the present 
circumstances, 
Suppose now that ,f’c L’(G) n L”(G), supp(,j‘) c i’\,l: We complete the 
proof by showing that .J’E Z,,. Since L’(G) has a bounded approximate 
identity consisting of functions in T(G) [ 14, Theorem (33.12)], we can 
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assume without loss of generality that supp(,j‘) is compact. Let U be an 
open set in d containing supp(,j‘) such that the closure of U is compact and 
contained in 6i,5C: By [ 14, Theorem (31.34)] there is q5 E L’(G) such that 
4 = 1 on supp(,j’), and d; = 0 on &U. Thus we have supp(4) s 61 f, and 
p= $fon 6. Hence ,f‘= R,,f; and another application of Theorem (2.1 )(ii) 
shows that ,f’~ Z,,. 
Rmx~rk. In the case /7 = 1, Theorem (3.7) is a reprise of Scholium A in 
Section 2 above. 
(i) lf’l <p< cr_, tlm X= Y,,@Z,,: 
(ii ) if‘ p = 1, tlzrn X = Y,, @ Z,, (f’ and on!,* if‘ I‘ is not locull~~ hull 
in 6. 
Proof: The conclusion (3.8)(i) is a special case of Theorem (2.1 )(iv). 
Suppose now that p = 1 and I’ is locally O-null. Then by (3.2) and (3.7) we 
have 
Y,,@Z,,=Z,,c{.f’~L’(G):j’=0on f)#L’(G) 
So in these circumstances, X# Y,,@ Z,,. Application of Proposition (3.3) 
completes the proof of (3.8) (ii). 
Rrmurks. (i) When r‘ is not locally O-null, Theorem (3.8)(ii) provides 
a non-reflexive space X= L’(G) and a representation in X such that 
x= Y,@Z,. On the other hand, if f is locally O-null, then (3.8)(ii) 
provides a further example of a representation in a non-reflexive space X 
such that X # Y,,@ Z,,. 
(ii) In the case where r is locally O-null, it should be observed that 
although Y,, = {O) for the regular representation of G in L”(G), 1 d p < rl~, 
this need not remain true for other representations of G. Indeed, for r any 
closed subgroup of 6 and for the trivial representation (R, = I for all u E G) 
acting in any Banach space :‘%‘, we have by definition Y,, = :rr‘. 
4. UMD SPAC3 
In this section we review the background material on UMD spaces and 
the generalization of Stone’s theorem which will be needed later. 
A Banach space X has the unconditionality property for martingale 
differences (written XE UMD) if, for I <p< x’. X-valued martingale 
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difference sequences are unconditional in L”( [0, 11, X), with a uniform 
unconditionality constant dependent only on X and p. (A more detailed 
account of this definition may be found in 191.) For our purposes, the 
characterization of the UMD property in terms of the Hilbert transform. 
due to Bourgain and Burkholder, will be crucial. To state the result 
precisely, let /I,, denote the truncated Hilbert kernel on R defined for 
0<(5<1 by 
/l,,(f) = (nr) ’ for 6< /tl <ii ‘; h,)(r) = 0 otherwise. 
Let N,),,Y,/‘= h, * ,f’ for a strongly measurable function f’: [w --$ X, provided 
this convolution exists almost everywhere on R. Further, let ( H,Y,f’ )(t) = 
lim () +,, , (H,), ,,f’) (t) whenever this limit exists pointwise almost everywhere 
on R’ in the norm topology of X. 
(i) XEUMD. 
(ii) For tush p in tlzr rungr 1 < p < ;c, H, is I( bout&d lintwr 
mupping of’ LP( R, X) inro Lt’( R, X). 
The class UMD contains the LP-spaces associated with an arbitrary 
measure space for 1 < p < IX, as well as their non-commutative analogues 
(in particular, the von Neumann-Schatten 44,-classes for 1 < p < CC), and is 
stable under the formation of quotient spaces, subspaces, and duals. 
Furthermore each UMD space is reflexive. Additional background material 
and more details of these results may be found in [4, 5. 8, 93. 
An important feature of UMD spaces is that they provide a framework 
in which a satisfactory extension of Stone’s theorem for one-parameter 
unitary groups may be established. In order to state this extension, we 
must first recall the notion of a spectral family of projections in a 
Banach space 2’. This is a uniformly bounded, projection-valued function 
8 : R + .#(.I’) such that : 
(i) A is right-continuous on R in the strong operator topology 
of .8(X); 
(ii) (5i has a strong left-hand limit, denoted by (5’(.s ), at each s E R; 
(iii) ~(~)A(f)=B’(f)A‘(.v)=cf”(s) for .s<r; 
(iv) cs’(s)+O (resp. a(s)-,f) in th e strong operator topology of 
d(X), as .s 4 -XS (resp. s + +r_ ). 
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(4.2) THEOREM [4]. Let [U,: to [w) h e u strongly continuous, one- 
parameter group of operators on a UMD spur X ,t,ith 
I’ = sup ; I/ C!, 11 : t E R ; < x 
Then there is LI ltnique xpectraI,firmily of’prr?jcJr,tion.s R in X .sucA thut 
C’,.Y = lim,, j + , [” t&“ tM (.x).x 
" i, 
,for t E 1w and x E X. ( The integrul here exists us (I Riemann Stiel!jes intcgrd 
in the strong operator topology>, uncl the limit us u + +x2 is in the norm 
topology of X.) In uddition, there is u constant K, , Ic,hich depends on X hut 
not on the particular group ( U, ), such thut 
~l&(s)l~ < c’K, /br all .s E Iw. (4.3) 
Prooj: The existence and uniqueness of 6 are established in 
Theorems (5.1) and (5.5) of [4]. An examination of the results of 
[4, Corollary (5.8), Theorem (5.12)(i), (ii), and Theorem (5.16)], together 
with Theorem (4.l)(iii) above, establishes the inequality 
llc?(t)+d(t )ll < 1 +c’K,,,, for all t E R, (4.4) 
where K,,,, ,‘, corresponding to an arbitrarily chosen p in the range 
1 < p < ‘(3, is a finite bound for the set (H,,, \.: 0 < 6 < 1 ) considered as a 
subset of S#(L”(Lw, X)). Letting t tend to .s from the right in (4.4). we obtain 
2//8(.~)/1 6 1 +c’K,,,, for all .V E R. 
Since c 3 1, this establishes (4.3), as required. 
The spectral family featured in Theorem (4.2) is related to the Arveson 
spectral subspaces associated with the representation t + Ii, of [w in X as 
follows. 
(4.5) THEOREM 14, Theorem (5.4)]. With { li,: t E Iw ), X, und 6 us in 
Theorem (4.2), bve hutle, .for each s E [w : 
(i) crS”(s)X=M’((-NY,,s]); 
(ii) kerB(.r)=cl(U (M’([zl, +Y,)):u>.s)). 
5. A SEPARATION THEOREM FOR ORDERED GROUPS 
Let (9, < ) be an ordered locally compact abelian group, and let 
P = { g E Y: g > 0). For brevity, we shall sometimes describe this situation 
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by saying that P is an order on 9, or that 9 is ordered by P. To avoid 
trivialities, we assume further that 9 is infinite. It was shown by Hewitt and 
Koshi [ 12. Theorem (3.1)] that if P is Haar-measurable, then P has 
non-empty interior, from which it follows that both int( P’) and int( ~ P’) 
are non-empty, where 
Note that P has non-empty interior if and only if P is non-dense in 9. 
The aim of the present section is to prove the following separation 
theorem, which applies to such a group 9 and will be a crucial tool in the 
proof of the main result (Theorem (6.3) below). 
This is similar to a separation theorem obtained in [2], where a weaker 
hypothesis gives a weaker conclusion. The precise statement of that result 
is as follows. 
(5.3 ) THEOREM [ 2, Theorem (.5.14)]. Let 9 und P hr us in Theorem ( 5.1 ). 
und It>1 K hc u twnput’t .rub.wr of’ 9. Then thrrc rsisr u twntinuous 
hor~~ornorpi~i.~~?z II/ : 9 + R und u .sub.ct~r N of‘ 59 of’ Huur IIIPU.~U~~~ ztwj such 
thur : 
li/(s)>O ,fbr ge (Kn P’), N; (5.4) 
NT?)<0 ,fiv gE(Kn(-P’),N. (5.51 
It is easy to give examples to show that the introduction of a Haar-null 
set N may be necessary in (5.4) and (5.5). For instance, consider 58’ with 
the lexicographic ordering and take K to be the rectangle [ - 1, l] x [ 1, 21. 
Theorem (5.1) may be proved ub initio by modifying the proof in [2] of 
Theorem (5.3) above. Instead of adopting that approach, however, we 
show that the former result may be obtained using the latter. 
Proof of’ Thtwrtw (5.1 ). From the structure theorem for locally 
compact abelian groups [ 13, Theorem (24.30)], we can take 9 to be 
R” x W, where u E .Z + and W is a locally compact abelian group containing 
a compact open subgroup F. If u = 0, then P n F is a measurable order on 
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F, and so, by [ 12, Theorem (3.2)], F= 10). Therefore B is discrete if N = 0. 
and the result follows from Theorem (5.3) above. 
Assume now that u > 1. It follows from results in [ 121 applied to R” x F 
and Pn (R” x F) (specifically. [ 12, Theorem (3.12)] when F# (01, and 
112, Theorems (3.3) and (3.8)] when F= i0) ) that int( P’) contains a 
subset of the form (c)(A, )) x F, where A : is a non-empty open subset of R” 
and cl(A , ) is compact in R’. By expanding K, if necessary, we assume that 
K, 2 (cl(A ,)) x F. In addition there is a relatively compact open subset L, 
of !‘c? containing K, such that cl( L, ) G int( P’). Thus 
(cl(A,))xFc K, c L, ~cl(L,)~int(P’)~R”x W=Y. (5.6) 
In a similar way, there are a non-empty open, relatively compact subset A, 
of R” and an open relatively compact subset L, of Y such that 
(cl(A,))xF~K,~L,~cl(L,)~int(-P’)sR”x W=Y. (5.7) 
Applying Theorem (5.3) to K = (cl L, ) u (cl L7), we infer that there exist a 
subset N of C?? having Haar measure zero and a continuous homomorphism 
I/I: ‘9 + R such that: 
$(R)>O for g~(cl L,)\,N: (5.8) 
*(g)<o for KE (cl L,)\,N. (5.9) 
The proof is completed by showing that 
and 
Ic/(<q)>o for KEL, (5.10) 
*(K)<o for <YE L,. (5.11 ) 
Together with (5.6) and (5.7) these inequalities will give (5.2) as required. 
First, note that int(N) is empty, and so (5.8) implies that $(x) > 0 for all 
g E L, by continuity. Also, since A, x F has positive Haar measure in M, 
(5.6) and (5.8) show that $ is not identically zero on R“ x F. Further, 
$( {O) x F) is a compact subgroup of R, and hence $( {O f x F) = (0;. Thus 
$( R“ x F) equals II/( R” x [O ) ), and hence is a non-zero connected subgroup 
of R. So $( R” x {O) ) = R and the restriction of Ic, to R” x {O j is an open 
mapping. 
Now suppose that $( 8) = 0 for some K E L, Then 
$(L,-g)=$(L,)clO, +a (5.12) 
However, L, - g is an open neighborhood of the identity element in 
R” x W and so contains a set of the form S x (O), where S is an open set 
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in Iw” containing 0. Then $(S x IO j) is an open subset of aB containing 0. 
This contradicts (5.12) and hence establishes (5. IO). In a similar way, (5.1 I ) 
follows from (5.9) completing the proof of Theorem (5.1 j. 
6. THE MAIN RESUI,T 
We now turn to a discussion of the main result of the paper (Theorem (6.3) ). 
To avoid repeating underlying hypotheses, assume throughout this section 
that G is a locally compact abelian group with ordered dual group G such 
that the semigroup .f= (7 E G: 7 3 0) is Haar-measurable. Let 1. be the 
closed subgroup of G defined by f = (cl .4) n ( -cl(.P)), and let H denote the 
annihilator of fin G. Notice that 
G\f,=(int(.a’))u(int(-P’)), (6.1 1 
where .‘P’= .a\, (0) = (y E G: ;* > 01. We further assume that II + R,, is ~1 
strongly continuous representation of G in a Banach space X with 
(’ = sup ; 11 R,, I( : II E G ; < + x (6.2) 
If X is reflexive, then Theorem (2.1 ) applies to give a decomposition of 
x as x= Y,,@Z,,, where Y, and Z,, in the statement of Theorem (2.1 ) 
correspond to the present subgroups r and H just described. In essence the 
main result of the paper asserts that, when X is a UMD space, the 
subspace Z,, decomposes further to reflect the partitioning of G’\. I‘ 
expressed by (6.1 ). The precise statement is as follows. 
Before embarking on the proof of Theorem (6.3) we make some simple 
observations in the following lemma. Recall that T(G) denotes the space of 
integrable functions on G whose Fourier transforms have compact support. 
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(6.5) LEMMA. With X un urhitrur~~ Banuch spuce, the Jollo~z~ing 
a.s.srrti0n.s urt’ vulid: 
(i) X’ =clmj R,X: f’E 7’(G) Ural supp(.j’)cint(./P’)I. 
Similarly. in the tkefiniii0n.s of’ X und X,, in ( I .3 ), the phruw “,f’t L’ (G)” 
~nrrl’ he replwrd />JX “,f’c T(G)” ,t,ithout chun~ying the rc~sulting spuc~~.s. 
(ii) The iincur munifhlri X ’ + X is &n.w in Z,,. 
Proof’ of’ Lcrnrnu (6.5 ). Let (k ,,) be an approximate identity for L’(G) 
such that each x’, has compact support. Then. for all ,f’~ L’(G), R,,, * , + R, 
in the uniform operator topology, and supp((li,> * ,f’)^ ) is a compact subset 
of supp(,[). Conclusion (6.5)(i) is now immediate. 
For (6.5)(ii), note first that from Theorem (2,l)(ii) it is clear that Z,, 
contains the linear manifold X + + X To prove that this manifold is dense 
in Z,, fix ,g~ T(G) with supp(2) z &.I-. Let K, = (supp(R))\(int( -9)‘)) 
and K, = (supp(g))\,(int(./P’)). By (6.l), K, and K2 are disjoint compact 
subsets of int(.Y’) and int( -.4’), respectively. and supp( ,@) = K, u K,. Let 
g, = K * h, and x2 = ,q * h,. where /I, and /I, are functions in T(G) such 
that 
ii,= 1 and i&=0 on K,: 
I;, =o and A,=1 on K2 
(See [ 14, Theorem (31.34)] for the existence of such functions.) Then 
,q=~,+g? and supp(g,)sK,for i=l,2. Hence 
R,Xz R,p,X+ R,,X. 
Since R,,XcX+ and R,,XzX , this establishes the inclusion 
R,XcX+ +X 
for all g E T(G) such that supp( 2) c e,,I.. As in the proof of (6.5) (i). an 
approximation argument now gives 
R,Xzcl(X+ +X ) 
for all .f’~ L’(G) with supp(.f) s 6’\,iY Conclusion (6.5)(ii) now follows by 
another application of Theorem (2.1 ) (ii). 
(6.6) Remarks. Although we shall not need the result, it is easily 
checked that, in the case of X an arbitrary Banach space, we have 
Xi n X = {O ). Indeed. the splitting argument used in the proof 
of Lemma (6.5)(ii) readily establishes the inclusion Xi n X GX,,. 
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R _ Since X,, = M (I ) = Y,,, and .Y+ n X c Z,,, the result follows from 
Theorem (2. I ) (i), (iii). 
Ptwof sf’ Th~orrnz (6.3). Since X,, = M”( I-) = Y,,, (6.3) (ii) holds. Since 
UMD spaces are reflexive, Theorem (2.I)(iv) shows that in order to 
establish (6.3)(i), (iii), it will suffice to obtain 
Z,,=X’ @X (6.7) 
Let s = x::= , R ,,,. v,,, and .t’= 2: , R ,s,, J’,,, where Y,, .._, Y,, and .I’, , . . . . 
,I 1‘ belong to X. .f’, . . . . .f,, and g,. . . . . g, belong to T(G). and 
supp(,J,,) g int(./P’), for I < ?)I < M, 
supp( i,,) & int( - .P’), for I Gr7G.N. 
We shall show that 
11 ~11 < ?A y 11.x + ~11 and il J.11 G ?‘A t 11-y + .1~11, (6.8) 
where A,y is a constant depending only on X but not on the particular 
group G. Equation (6.7) will then follow by virtue of Lemma (6.5)(i), (ii), 
whereupon use of the inequality /IP,,II <c (from Theorem (2.1 )(iii)) will 
give all of (6.4), with ~1,~ = 2A,, and complete the proof of the theorem. 
Let K, be the compact set UEP, supp(,f,,) C_ int(:d’), and K, the compact 
set lJr_ 1 supp(g,,) g int( -9’). By Theorem (5.1 ), there is a continuous 
homomorphism $: d + R such that: 
$(v)>O for ;‘E K,; q47) <o for ;’ E K,. 
Let 4: R + G be the dual homomorphism defined by 
(d(t), 7) = (t, $(Y)> for tER, TEG, 
and let Cl= R :- 4 be the induced representation of R in X. Obviously 0’ is 
strongly continuous, and 11 ti,I/ < c for t E R. Let 8 be the spectral family in 
X corresponding to U in accordance with Theorem (4.2). By (4.3) there is 
a constant K,, depending only on X (but not on G) such that 
llR(.s)l~ s c’K,y, for all ,SE R. (6.9) 
If ke L’(R) with supp(h)~_ (0, + J-), then h(+(;‘))-0 whenever YE K,, 
and thus, by Lemma (2.5), U,, R,,( = 0 for 1 G n < N. It follows that u,, J’ = 0 
whenever hi L’(R) with supp(&)z (0, + x,). Hence ~9 belongs to the 
Arveson spectral subspace M”(( - ix], O]), and therefore by Theorem 
(4.5)(i), 
A(O)y=>.. (6.10) 
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Since $ is strictly positive and continuous on the compact set K,, there 
exists a strictly positive real number ,sg such that $(y) as,, for all YE K,. 
An application of Lemma (2.5) similar to that just employed shows 
that U,,.u=O whenever h E L’(R) with supp(h) E (-K, so). So .YE 
M”([s,,, + ~8)); hence by Theorem (4.5)(ii), 
R(O).u=O. (6.1 1 ) 
By (6.10) and (6.11) )~=~(O)(.Y+J~) and .Y=(Z-d(O))(.u+~s). 
Consequently, IIJ$ d~,‘K,~//_yfyI~ and 11.~11 6(  +c*K,)l~x+y~l, by (6.9). 
Since c 3 1, (6.8) follows immediately, with A Y = 1 + Kx. This completes 
the proof of Theorem (6.3). 
7. SOME IILUSTRATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we show that a number of known results are subsumed 
by Theorem (6.3). 
(a) Abstract Harmonic Conjugrrtion on Lodly Compact Aheliun Groups 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group whose dual group d has a 
Haar-measurable order i/p, let 1 < p < x. and consider the regular 
representation R of G in the UMD space X= L”(G). We employ the 
notation of Section 6. For clarity, an overbar will be used in this subsection 
to denote closure in L”(G). 
A routine approximation argument establishes that, in the notation of 
Theorem (6.3) 
X+ = 1.r’~ L’(G)n L”(G): supp(,j’)~int(Y’)). 
It follows that 
X’ = [,fc L’(G)n L”(G):.f=O on (-.a)). (7.1 1 
This is clear when f is open, for then f n .P is a Haar-measurable order 
on r, hence r= { 0) by [ 12, Theorem (3.1)] and G would therefore be 
discrete. On the other hand, when f is not open, we have with the aid of 
[13, Theorem (23.15)] that any ,f’~ L’(G)n L”(G) can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely in L”(G) by products of the form ?L where y E int(lP’) is 
suitably close to the identity element of G. Since supp(($)^ ) = 
7 + supp(.j‘), and (int(:‘P’)) + (cl 9) E int(9’), (7.1 ) follows in this case. 
Similarly, we have 
2’ = ifs L'(G)~L"(G): r=o on yj. (7.2) 
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Using Proposition (3.2) together with Theorem (6.3)(i), (ii), we see that 
LP(G)=X’ @X for each p~(l, +r-) when I‘is 
locally null with respect to Haar measure in 6. (7.3) 
Suppose, on the other hand, that r is not locally Haar-null in 6. In this 
case r is open, and so, as noted above, we deduce from order properties 
that I‘= (0) and G must be discrete. It follows that G is compact and 
connected. Moreover, the spaces .I’+ and X are now the closed linear 
spans in L”(G) of 9’ and ( -.8’), respectively, and, by Proposition (3.3) 
(alternatively, by direct inference from (6.3)(ii)), A’,, is the one-dimensional 
space of constant functions on G. Consequently, the decomposition 
L”(G)=X,,@X+ @X (7.4) 
given by Theorem (6.3) (i) is Bochner’s extension [7. Theorem 161 of M. 
Riesz’s classical result that there is a natural bounded projection of L”(U) 
onto the Hardy space HP(U), for 1 < p < YI. 
To illustrate (7.3), take G= R and give G= [w its natural order. In 
this case (7.3) becomes the classical decomposition of f.“(R) into 
H;([W)@Hp(IW), where HT(IW) and H”(R) consist of the pointwise 
non-tangential limits of functions in the classical Hardy spaces H”(I7 ’ ) 
and H”( I7 ), respectively, Z7+ and fl- being the upper and lower half- 
planes in C. In general, the decompositions (7.3) and (7.4) recover the 
abstract harmonic conjugation operator obtained in [Z, Theorem (7.2)] as 
an L”(G)-Fourier multiplier transform (1 < p < ;r, ). 
(b) Represcvtations of‘ Compact Connected Aheliun Group 
Let II + R,, be a strongly continuous representation of a compact abelian 
group G in a Banach space X. For each y E G, define (by Bochner integra- 
tion with respect to normalized Haar measure) 
Then the translation invariance of Haar measure shows that the E,‘s are 
pairwise disjoint bounded projections, and for each 7 E 8 the range of E:. is 
N;., where 
N, = j.u~X: R,,.u= (u,y).v for all ZJEG) 
Suppose now that G is also connected and that < is some ordering on G, 
which will automatically be a Haar-measurable order, since G is discrete. 
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In the notation of (1.3) it is easily verified (with the aid of (6.5)(i)) that 
the subspaces X+ and X of X are described in the present context by 
X+=clm(N,.:~>O). X =clm(N,:;<O) 
Moreover, from Theorem (2.1 )(i), X,, = N, here. Applying the result of 
Theorem (6.3)(i), we obtain the decomposition 
X=N,,~clmiN~.:~E./P’J~clm(N,:j~E -9’) (7.3) 
in the case when X is a UMD space This result was obtained in 
[6, Theorem (4.1)] as a generalization of Bochner’s aforementioned 
extension of the M. Riesz conjugacy theorem. (The methods of [6] applied 
to the regular representation of G also yield the best universal bound for 
Bochner’s theorem-see Remark (a) of 16, Section 43.) 
(c ) Mucuel? ‘s Theorem 
The following well-known result of Macaev concerning the 
von NeumannSchatten p-class (c,, (1 < p < rc) may be viewed as an 
illustration of Theorem (6.3). 
(7.4) THEOREM [ 151. Let .x‘ he u separable ir$nite-dimensioncl Hilhert 
space and T a quasinilpotent compact operator on .X such that Im T~%~,,fbr 
some p in the range 1 < p < CCI. Then Re TE %,, und there is a constunt CY,,, 
dependent only on p, suc~h thut 
II Re TIl,] d z,, IlIm Tll,l, 
byhere 11 II,, denotes the %,,-norm. 
To set the stage for this result, consider for the moment a family 
{E(j.): 0 < 1~ 1 } of self-adjoint projections defined on X such that: 
(i) E(3.)E(p)=E(p)E(/I)=E(i.) if 0<1<~< 1; 
(ii) E(O)=0 and E(l)=Z; 
(iii) E(p) + E(i.) in the strong operator topology as p + ,I + for 
O</I<l; 
(iv) I?()“)- E(i ) h as rank at most 1 for 0 < 1. < 1, where E(i ) = lim 
I’ - ;.- E(p) in the strong operator topology. 
Let Y,, Yf, and Y be the norm-closed subalgebras of the algebra %, of 
all compact operators on .d given by: 
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Y,,= jSc%, :E(i.)S=SE(i) for O<i<lj; 
Y+ = {SE%,:E(j. )SE(/.)=SE(ju) for O<E.<I); 
Y = {SE%, :E(i.)SE(L )=E(L)S for 0Ci.G 1 ). 
Notice that for O<j.< I and AE Y’ + Y . (E(i-E(i )) AjE(i- 
E(i ) 1 = 0. It is presumably well known, and follows easily from the 
results in [ 17, Section 51, that the spaces Y,,, Y+. and Y arc linearly 
independent. To see this. suppose that 
s,, + s + + s = 0 
for some S,, E Y,,. S+ E Y ’ , and S E Y Then Re S,, and Im S,, both 
leave invariant each subspace belonging to the maximal nest [ 17, Lemma I 
and Theorem 41, 
Moreover, S,,jE(i) - E(/1 )i = [E(i) - E(i )j .S,,{E(i.) - E(j, )} = 0, 
since S,, E Y ’ + Y Hence Re S, and Im S,, map E(j”)X into E(E, ).X for 
0 < i. < 1. Therefore, by [ 17, Theorem 71, Re S, = Im S,, = 0; hence A’,, = 0 
and S = -St. Since S E Y , (S )* I eaves invariant each subspacc of 
the nest (E(i.).# : Odj.6 1 i. It now follows that S’ E Y,, and thus (by 
replacing S,, by S’ in the previous argument) that S’ =O. This gives the 
required linear independence of Y,,, Y +, and Y 
Fix p in the range 1 < p < rc and consider the representation I + c’, of 
iw in the UMD space X = %,, defined by 
U,(S) = v ,sv, (t E R, SE%,,). 
where ( V,) is the one-parameter unitary group on X. continuous in the 
uniform operator topology, given by 
I;,= [’ P”.’ dE( i. ). 
‘(I 
Each operator U, is isometric on %,>, and, by considering first the mapping 
t + C’,(S) for finite rank S, it is readily checked that the representation C: 
is strongly continuous. To interpret the result of Theorem (6.3)(i) in this 
case, we shall identify the subspaces A’(,, X ’ , and X corresponding to C: 
and the natural order on @ = Iw as follows: 
x,, = Yo A (k,, , X+ = Y+ n%,,, x =Y CT%,,. (7.5) 
First, the equality A’,,= Y,,n%,, is clear from (6.3)(ii). since an operator in 
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.a(.#) commutes with V, for all IE R if and only if it commutes with E(i.) 
for all i E [IO, 11. Next, let u E .H’, r E X, and let u @ P be the mapping of 
.# into .8 given by .Y ---t (.u. t:) u, where ( ., ) is used to denote the inner 
product of .X. A simple computation shows that, for ,f’~ L’(R) and 
R, : %;, + %j, defined by 
R,(S)=j .f’(r) C’ ,(S)dt for SE%;,. 
4: 
we have, for .Y E X, .I’ E 2, 
(R, (~0 V)S, J) = 1 !” ,f(i - p) d(b(i)x, c) d(G(p)u, J), (7.6) 
.I .I 
where 8( .) denotes the spectral measure defined on the Bore1 sets of 
J= [0, 1] such that a( [0, A]) = E(2) for all 2 E J. It follows readily from 
(7.6) that, if O<c-:<E,< 1, i.-t;<p< 1, and,f=O on (-xt,e), then 
hence R,(u@L.)E Yt whenever supp(,j‘) c [c, + x ) for some t: > 0. By 
approximating an arbitrary SE C$ by finite rank operators, we deduce that 
x+ s y+, since Yt is norm-closed in .28(H)), and /I ‘lip dominates the 
operator norm on %,,. Similarly, or alternatively by applying the adjoint 
operation to the last inclusion, X E Y . Finally, the linear independence 
of Y,,, Y+, and Y , taken with the decomposition ‘Z,, = X,, @I X+ 0 X 
given by Theorem (6.3)(i), now establishes (7.5). 
Proof of Throretn (7.4). Let T be as in the hypotheses of Theorem (7.4) 
and take {E(2): 0 6 i < I ) as above so that the maximal nest of subspaces 
jE(i).X:O<E.<l)u jE(i )X:O<2<1) 
consists of T-invariant subspaces. (See [ 17, Theorem 61.) Applying 
Theorem (6.3) along with (7.5) we have 
Im T=(TpT*)/2i=A,,+A+ +A (7.7) 
for unique A,, E Y, n %[,, A ’ E Y+ n %$, and A E Y n VP. Furthermore, 
IIA+ I/,<a,J/Im Tll,, and lIA 1~,<a,)~Im Tll,, where a, is the constant in 
(6.4) associated with the UMD space X= KP, Since T is quasinilpotent, 
TE Y+ by [17, Theorem 71. Thus T* E Y and. by (7.7) together with the 
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linear independence of Y,,, Y+. and Y , we have T= 2iA *, T* = -2iA , 
and A,, = 0. Therefore, 
Re T=i(A’ -A )E%,, 
and IIRe VI,, d Q, l/Im TII,,, where r,‘= 2u,. This completes the proof of 
Theorem (7.4). 
8. THE ROLE OF THE HILBERT TRANSFORM 
In this final section we discuss the underlying structural role played by 
the classical Hilbert transform in our main theorem (Theorem (6.3)). The 
proof of the generalized M. Riesz decomposition for UMD spaces in 
(6.3)(i), and the results in (6.3)(iii) and (6.3)(iv), rely crucially on the 
one-parameter group (o’, i and it s spectral family (5”(. ) supplied by 
Theorem (4.2), as well as on the properties of A(. ) listed in (4.3) and 
(4.5)(i), (ii). In this regard we note that the spectral family R( .) arises by 
vector-valued transference of the classical Hilbert transform riu the 
one-parameter group { U, j. Specifically, under the hypotheses of 
Theorem (4.2) it was shown in 14, Theorem (5.16)] that, for each .SE 58. 
converges in the strong operator topology, as 0 + 0 +, to a bounded linear 
mapping J, : X + X satisfying 
R(.s)=1+2 ‘(J,-J2); (8.1 1 
J, = d(s) + A($ ) ~ 1. (X.2) 
Hence the classical Hilbert transform plays a structural role in our 
principal conclusions. However, no single formula in terms of the Hilbert 
transform is available to describe globally on X the projections P,,, Pi. 
and P defined in (6.3)(iv). Consequently the direct-sum decomposition in 
(6.3)(i) is not directly accessible from classical first principles alone. This 
state of affairs is reflected in the demonstration of Theorem (6.3) the 
one-parameter group ( U, ) which transfers the Hilbert transform to X (so 
as to produce the spectral family &(. ) in accordance with (8. I )) originates 
in the abstract separation theorem (5.1) and varies with the choices for the 
approximating vectors x and .I’ in (6.8). The following example illustrates 
the lack of a single separating homomorphism : (? + [w, and hence of a 
single one-parameter group ( o’, i, simultaneously applicable to all choices 
of the approximating vectors .Y and J’. 
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EXAMPLE. Let Q be an infinite, torsion-free, discrete, abelian group, and 
let G = [w x Q. By means of Zorn’s lemma it is easy to obtain a Haar- 
measurable order .Y on d such that for no continuous homomorphism 
$: d + [w do WC have a Haar-null set Ni G with the property that 
(int(Y’))\Ns$ ‘((0, +x)). For this purpose, fix an element /IEQ IO). 
and consider the subset 5’ of d given by S = ( W x jlr ) ) u ((0, + XI ) x (0) ). 
S is positively independent in the sense of 1.12, Definition (2.2)]. By 
[ 12, Lemma (2.3) and Theorem (2.5)], there is an order .Y on C; such that 
.Y 2 S. It is not difficult to verify that .P is Haar-measurable. In fact by 
virtue of [ 13, Theorem (1 I .42)], it suffices for the Haar-measurability of .Y 
to show that for each (11 E Q?, (Iw x ((II i ) n .4 is Haar-measurable. For this 
purpose, let tr) E Q, and put i) = inf (r E iw : (r, (11) E 9). Then p = + ~8 if and 
only if (iw x {(I) )) n ./p is empty. If - 1~ < /J < + Y-, we pick a sequence 
(r,,)GR so that (r,,,o~)e.P, r,,>o, and r,,+p. Then .YZ(r,,.co)+ 
((0, +X)X (oi)=(r,,, +X)X [OJ ) for all II. and hence ./p 2 ([I. + 7, ) x 
{(!J}. Consequently, 
([J, + ‘X ) X ( C/J ) G (k! X i tr) ; ) f-’ .4 i [[J. + Z ) X { OJ ) , 
and it now follows that .Y is (I-measurable, where 0 denotes Haar measure 
on G. 
If $: G + I&! is a continuous homomorphism such that there exists a 
Haar-null set N with (int(.f’))\N i II/ ‘((0, + 'Y_ )), then $ > 0 (I-a.e. on the 
open set S. By continuity. $ 20 everywhere on S. In particular. for all 
rE R, 
O< $((r. II)) = $((r, 0)) + Il/((O, If)). 
Consequently, $(rW x (0) ) is a subgroup of 1w which is bounded below. 
Hence $(rWx {Oi)= (01, contradicting I+!I > 0 I)-ae. on S. This completes 
the discussion for our example. 
Ultimately, the absence of a single Hilbert transform action on X 
sufficient to describe the decomposition (6.3) (i) in all instances stems from 
the diversity of group structures and order structures (see [ 123) addressed 
by Theorem (6.3). By means of the regular representation (considered in 
Section 7(a)), all such structures occur in the realizations of Theorem (6.3). 
As a further illustration of the scope of Theorem (6.3) and as a counter- 
point to our treatment of the regular representation, our final application 
of Theorem (6.3) (in Theorem (8.5) below) will introduce a generalized 
M. Riesz theorem for the superdiagonalization of ‘$,-integral kernels in the 
setting of groups with ordered duals. 
Let G, G, 9, I-, and H be as described at the outset of Section 6, and 
let .$) = int(,/P). Let t1 be Haar measure on 6. and denote by (I,, the restric- 
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tion of 0 to the U-measurable subsets of .$‘,. Put A’ = L’( fj,,), and let ‘G,( .Y? ) 
denote the von Neumann-Schatten p-class of operators acting on .Y? (with 
the norm in X,)(.X ) written as 11 ‘II,). If 1 < ~62, and A E%~(.%), then 
A E %(X ) and IIA iI 2 < II,4 II,,. Hence standard facts about the Hilbert 
Schmidt class X1 of operators acting on the L”-space .%’ provide a one-to- 
one linear mapping of %,‘( -;Y) into L”(O,, x O,,) such that for A E %),(.;Y ) and 
corresponding K I E L’( O. x O,,), A is the integral operator corresponding to 
K4 that is, for each J’E f.‘(O,,), 
(Af’N.\-) = [ K.,(.u, Y./‘(.v) dU,,(.v) for (I,,-almost all s E .<:,, (X.3) 
. 4, 
Moreover, (8.3) uniquely characterizes K,g in L’(O,, x (IO), and 
lIK.~ll/.~~/~,,x/~,~)= llAll,G ll4,,. (8.4) 
With p fixed in the range I < 17 < 2. and all other notation as above, we 
have the following theorem. 
Proof: We remark at the outset that for any Hilbert space $f 
(separable or not ), and for any .Y in the range 1 < .s < ZC, the corresponding 
von NeumannAchatten class %, ( $4 ‘) is a UMD space. This follows from 
the known validity of the corresponding assertion for %,(I’( LV)) (see, e.g., 
the discussion in 14, Section 6]), Theorem (4. I ) applied to %,( X ‘)-valued 
step functions, and the density of the finite-rank operators in %,(% .). In 
particular, X= %b( L’(H,,)) is a UMD space. 
For LEG, let ci denote the function on C<, defined by ii(s)=s(u) for 
.Y E ;/Y,, and let S,, be the unitary operator on L?(O,,) given by S,, f’= lif: 
Define the linear isometry R,, of X= %,l(L’(O,,)) by setting R,,(A) = S ,,AS,, 
for all A EX. Then u + R,, is easily seen to be a strongly continuous 
representation of G in X (strong continuity need only be checked on 
rank-one operators, where it follows easily with the aid of Plancherel’s 
theorem). We now apply Theorem (6.3) to the present representation R to 
obtain the corresponding decomposition (6.3)(i). We shall show that the - 
desired operator .I IS the projection (P,, + P ), where P,, and P arc 
defined in (6.3 ) (iv ). 
In order to convert the definitions of A” and A’ in ( 1.3) into facts 
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about integral-operator kernels in the present setup, we note that for 
4cL’(G), and .fi K, F, QEL’(~,), 
<(fW’O g))F, P> 
c)(u) F(.s),s(u) g(s) t(u),f’(r) ect)d&, x 0,J.q t) du 
? 
=J ii 
b(u) (u, t-s) du F(s) g(s),f(t) Q(t) df+, x fl,,(.s, 1) 
Y,pi)* 9,) cr 
=i $(t+.s) F(s) g(s),f’(r) Q(t) dfl,, x fl,,(s. t) d ‘9) * ,#,I 
It follows that for 4~ L’(G) and ,f; KE L’(H,,), the integral kernel 
corresponding to R,(f’@ g) in (8.3) has the form: 
Using the density of finite rank operators in A’ together with (8.4) we see 
from (8.6) that for 4 E L’(G) and A E X, we can take KRBcl to have the 
form 
K ,&Y, 1,) =&A- y) K,(.c .I-) for .YE:‘~~ rEYO. 5 , (X.7) 
It follows easily from (1.3). (8.7), and (8.4) that 
if AEX+ (resp. AEX ), then K,(s, J,)=O if (,L-.L-)E.‘P 
(resp. (-Y - y) E 9). (8.8 1 
We next turn our attention to the direct-summand X, in (6.3)(i), which 
is described by (6.3)(ii). There are two cases to consider, according as r is 
locally O-null or not. Recalling the discussion immediately following (7.1 ). 
we see that if r is not locally null, then G is compact and H = G. Thus, in 
this case, 
X,,= [AEX: AS,,=S,,A for all ZAEG} 
It follows readily from this that if A E X,,, then for each XE.$,, the 
characteristic function c, of the singleton set (9 ) is an eigenvector of A. 
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Put Ar, =j”(.r)e, for .YE:$). Since AE%~(L’(U~,)), we have C,, +,) Il(s)l’< 
+.x. It is easy to see from these facts that if f is not locally null and 
A E X,,, then for all (.u, ~9) E :/p, x .$,, F&(.X, ~3) = 0 if I # J’. It follows from 
this and (8.8) that the desired conclusion of the theorem holds with 
.B = P,, + P in the case that r is not locally f&null. 
In the case when I7 is locally &null, WC obtain the desired conclusion of 
the theorem from (8.8) and the following lemma. 
Proof: Let A E X,,. By (6.3)( ii), AS,, = S,, A for all U. E H. Hence for 
11‘ E H, and ,f‘~ L’(f),,), 
[ 
I $0 
It follows that for each II’E H, 
K,(.Y, .l~),f’(y) d,,(y), 
41 
for (I,,-almost all .Y E .<,. 
Let ~0, denote the Haar measure of H. Integrating (8.10) over H with 
respect to &II,(~~~). and using the a-compactness of H to interchange the 
order of integration [ 13, Theorem (13.9)], we see that 
’ i, 
,, lK,,(.u, y)[(w. y)- (rt~,.~))~‘cl~f,,(ll’) dfl,,XO,,(.Y, j,)=O. 
” 4) x “pi, 1 
(X.1 I ) 
Let 1’= ((.u, J)E~$,x~~: K,,(s, ,).)#O). It follows from (8.11) that for 
(0, x 8,)-almost all (.u, y) in , 1 ‘, we have (IV, J) = (H’, X) for pu,,-almost 
all 1~ (and hence, by continuity in r~, for all $1’~ H). Consequently, for 
(8,x0,,)-almost all (A)‘) in ,1, (y-x)~f. Let .Y= ((.u,j.)~GxG: 
J’- x E rj. Since r is locally O-null, it is obvious that for any two compact 
sets F, and F, of 6, (0 x O)(Y A (F, x Fz)) = 0. Hence .(5 is locally (0 x fl)- 
null. Since we know that (0 x O)-almost all (.Y, ~1) in I 1’ belong to ..Y, it is 
now immediate that K,, = 0 in L’(t),, x fI,,), and hence A = 0. 
Remurks. (i) In the generality developed here, Theorem (8.5) is a new 
result. Special cases of it are known. When G = T, Theorem (8.5) describes 
the %,-boundedncss of the triangular truncation operation for matrices 
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of operators belonging to the class %,,(/‘(Z + )), which is a well-known 
consequence of Macaev’s theorem. The statement of Theorem (8.5) in the 
special case when G = R can be inferred from [ 1 1, p. 1211. (ii) Theorem (8.5) 
remains valid if the hypothesis that H be a-compact is removed. This 
hypothesis on H was included for the sake of simplicity. Its only use occurs 
in the proof of Lemma (8.9), and there only in the step establishing (8.1 I ) 
by changing the order of integration. However. recourse to different 
methods enables one to prove Lemma (8.9) (and hence Theorem (8.5)) 
without requiring H to be a-compact. Specifically, it suffices by (6.3)(ii) 
and the compactness of operators belonging to A’, to show that if I. is 
locally O-null, A E X,, . and A = A*, then A has no non-zero eigenvalues. 
This can be established by contradiction. If i. is a non-zero eigenvalue of 
A and j’ is a non-zero vector in the (necessarily finite-dimensional) eigen- 
manifold corresponding to A, then, again by (6.3)(ii), this eigenmanifold 
must contain [S,, f‘: II E H) However, since I. is locally O-null. the 
relationship of r to the order ,/p on 6 implies that for any non-zero vector 
g in L’(H,,), the set ( S,, s: u E H j contains an infinite linearly independent 
subset. The demonstration of this implication is technical, and we omit the 
details for expository reasons. 
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